
THE CRITICAL ANALYSIS OF SPOKEN WORD BROADCASTS 

by Donald G. Godfrey 

For more than half a century, broadcast recordings have reflected 
an important aspect of our history and culture. An increasing number 
of collectors and archivists have restored and exchanged these materials. 
Even Congress has recognized the importance of these recordings in man
dating the establishment of a radio-television archive within the 
Library of Congress. However, despite this increased awareness, there 
have been few attempts to look back through this oral tradition. In the 
first and only edition of the Popular Cultural Airwaves Bulletin, the 
editor indicates: 

• . there has been a plethora of published material about 
the broadcast industry ... but serious, in-depth analysis 
of the content of television and radio programming from 
various disciplinary perspectives .• 1 . has been lacking 
especially for materials of the past. 

Historians have long recognized the importance of the eyewitness 
account, yet the "eyewitness" reports which have drawn such tremendous 
audiences for news and special event programming have been almost ignored. 
Irving Fang uses the actual voize broadcasts only to merchandise his 
text, Those Radio Commentators. Despite the abundance of audio infor
mation on many of the personalities, Fang's primary resources come from 
the printed text. Only two histor~ans who have written abjut Edward R4 
Murrow have utilized his broadcasts for analysis. Woolley and Bilski 
have been cited in almost every study. 

One can understand why there is little research emanating from the 
oral resources when one considers the problems associated with research 
utilizing recorded sound. Research has been hampered by the enormous 
amount of time required in the initial inquiry. It is simpler and much 
faster to gather facts and figures from printed sources. Audio and 
video tape restrict the traditional scholar. However, these taped 
resources contain a wealth of information. Asa Briggs describes the BBC 
Home Front series and notes tgat often such "resources cannot be dupli
cated anywhere in the world." Professor Milo Ryan, lamenting this 5ack 
of research, asks, "Here are the materials, where are the scholars?" 
Archivists and sound collectors hold the answer to that question! How
ever, before the traditional research begins, the foundation must be 
established and initial research must be conducted by those familiar with 
the history, technology and methodology unique to sound collections. 
The archivist could provide that foundation. 

This paper will be concerned with two problems posed above: First, 
an attempt will be made to suggest a workable methodology applicable to 
the oral tradition of recorded sound. Second, a simple analysis of a 
rare tape of an Edward R. Murrow World War II radio broadcast will be 
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presented to illustrate the application of the methodology to the object 
of the broadcast program. It is beyond the scope of this writing to 
present a discussion of all appropriate methodologies. Even to present 
a discussion of all classifications appropriate to sound recording would 
be a monumental task. For purposes of this discussion, the definition 
will be limited to the spoken word broadcasts such as exemplified in news 
and information programming. 

I 

Oral Methodology 

The criticism of recorded sound is a comparatively new discipline. 
Scholars have been engaged in literary, rhetorical and dramatic criti
cism for centuries. However, scholars who seek now to work with the 
"sound" text are still forging their methodology, often borrowing from 
other disciplines as is appropriate. Rhetorical theory is one method
ology closely paralleling the oral tradition. The classical definition 
of the term "rhetoric" as denoted by Aristotle means "the faculty7of 
seeing in any given situation the available means of persuasion." The 
analysts of broadcast programming cannot overlook the fact that broad
casting is in the business of persuasion! Rhetorical theory can thus 
provide one ideal methodology useful in the analyses of the oral tra
dition of broadcast communication. 

The methods of rhetorical criticism are numerous; however, the 
classical, historical, and experiential approaches are particularly 
appropriate to the analyses of radio and television programming. The 
classical approach is exemplified by 5he application of Aristotelian 
principles to the object of analysis; the historical by the relation
ship of the o~ject to the events of the time and their social-intellec
tual history; snd the experiential by its emphasis on interpersonal 
relationships .1 

The current application of Aristotle's work to the field of broad
casting comes from Ronald Primeau in The Rhetoric of Television: 

Some of the clearest explanations of how human beings 
communicate were provided centuries ago by philosophers in 
ancient Greece and Rome. The communication strategies 
derived from them still provide an uncomplicated and 
workable model for studying the electronic media today. 11 

Primeau identified Aristotle's "canons" of classical rhetoric: inven
tion, arrangement, style, delivery and memory. Then he proceeds to 
illustrate their applications to the media. He discusses programming 
genre: advertising, news, game shows, soap operas, sports, the talk 
programs, various drama forms and television movies. Then he proceeds 
to illustrate how they can be analyzed through the application of Ari
stotle's canons of rhetoric. The advantage of Primeau' s text is its 
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simplicity. One does not have to become a classical scholar in order 
to utilize these rhetorical canons as a model. The danger of the work 
is in its oversimplification and in its formula approach to criticism. 
There are many facets of each of these canons which are not explored. 
Classical scholars are also still searching other philosophers for new 
meaning. Taking Primeau as the only explanation of classical rhetoric 
would be a serious mistake. He limits his discussion to the theories 
of Aristotle and omits other classical theorists whose principles of 
communication might possibly apply to the broadr2st program; for instance, 
those of Cicero, Quintilian, and St. Augustine. The utilization of 
the Aristotelian criteria as a formula for every situation also detracts 
from the dynamic nature of media communication. The analyst should 
examine those ideas applicable to the individual study and use those 
which are most appropriate. The application of classical theory to the 
object of a program is illustrated in the work of Woolley on Murrow.13 
Following his discussion of Murrow's life, Woolley focuses on selected 
broadcasts discussing in sequential chapters the arrangement, content, 
style, and delivery exhibited through the broadcasts. His conclusion 
follows this same sequence. While the work can be criticized for follow
ing a fixed pattern, it is widely praised for the substantial contribu
tion it makes to the literature on Murrow. 

The historical approach to criticism is exemplified by Wrage and 
Baskerville. They emphasize the analysis of the message within the 
context of its environment. Speech and broadcast communication, accord
ing to Wrage, reflects a social, intellectual, and polit~cal era unique 
to society. The communication is an agent of its time.1~ Wrage's and 
Baskerville's texts on American public address are unique in discussing 
the environment as well as famous speakers.15 They believe the student 
could obtain a more complete understanding of communication through the 
analysis of its contextual environment. This contrasts with many 
speech and broadcast historians whose analysis ignores the environment 
and centers solely on the speech or program. 

An application of the historical methodology to a broadcast f!~e 
can be seen in Baskerville' s "Joe McCarthy, Brief-Case Demagog\le," 
and Alfred H. Jones' "The Making of an Interventionist •. , 11 17 Bas
kerville carefully presents the "emotional climate of the nation • • . " 
and then recounts the events of the time, p~ior to undertaking his major 
task, which is to reveal the tactics of McCarthy's rhetoric. Jones is 
one of the few historians who works from Davis' actual broadcasts as a 
primary source of information. Examining Davis' newscasts from 1939 to 
1941, Jones has integrated biographical data and the relevant historical 
environment with the analysis of Davis' work, thus providing the reader 
with the evolution of Elmer Davis as an interventionist. 

The experiential perspective fs criticism is a departure from the 
classical and historical approach. The "experiential critic, in con-
trast to the traditional critic, believes that an infinite r~mber of 
concepts, strategies, and perspectives are available • . • " ';I to the 
critic. In other words, this more pluralistic approach seeks to combine 
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the patterns of criticism, as they may be appropriate, to the critical 
object or the program under scrutiny, This necessitates that the author 
spend time defining and justifying the critical methodology. This 
approach, too, has limitations. The critic can find the critical object 
completely subdued by the discussion of method. The experiential 
approach does, however, provide the critic flexibility and broad inter
pretations. The experiential approach is exemplified by the application 
of Wayne Brockreide's "dimensions in the concept of rhetoric" to the 
object of analyses.20 Brockreide, in attempting to define the "dimen
sions in the concept of rhetoric", seeks to bridge the gap between the 
work of critical historians and the experiments of the behavioral scien
tist. The paradigm set forth by BrockreidI is used in Michael Murray' s 
critical analysis of Murrow and McCarthy.2 Following the selection of 
specific documentaries, Murray systematically analyzes the attitudinal, 
situational, and interpersonal dimensions of what the experiential 
critic would view as a dynamic communication "in a continual state of 
process and change. 11 22 Murray's "To Hire a Hall" provides an example 
of the experiential approach revolving around one documentary in the 
See It Now series.23 The discussion describes the dispute between the 
ACLU and the American Legion and the resultant "See It Now" telecast. 
While Murray's approach has similarities to the historical method, it is 
based on Brockreide's methodology and adds to the historical dimension 
a "matrix of interrelated contexts, campaigns, processes ••• inter
personal relationships and attitudes ... 2q. 

In summary, this discussion is intended to introduce the archivist 
and sound collector to a set of rhetorical tools suitable for the ana
lysis of the spoken word broadcasts. The selection of speech communica
tion or rhetorical criticism models has been discussed because of the 
oral tradition these models share with broadcasting. The mention of 
only three rhetorical methodologies (classical, historical, and experi
ential) is not intended to impose limitations. The discussion here 
could be greatly expanded within the fields of speech and rhetoric. 25 
Similar discussions and correlations could also be drawn between film, 
literary, philosophical, and anthropological26 criticism. The fields 
of drama and music are also interwoven into every aspect of broadcast 
programs. Obviously the field of broadcasting is by its very definition 
not limited to the spoken word. 

The recorded sound collector has immediate access to material which 
reflects a history in sound often ignored by the academic scholar be
cause of the difficulty in working with the sound resource. The curators 
of such material, however, are not put off by the difficulties in working 
from the sound resource. Time has already been sacrificed to curate the 
collection. The application of critical models, whether they be classi
cal, historical, experiential, or from any appropriate field, presents 
a new horizon--beginning, in response to Professor Ryan's question, 
"Here are the materials, where are the scholars?" 
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II 

Murrow and Cicero 

In the second portion of this study, the analyses of Edward R. 
Murrow's work centers on one of his World War II broadcasts, one of 
over five hundred housed in the Milo Ryan Phonoarchive at the University 
of Washington. Cicero's humanitarian philosophy as expressed in De 
Oratore serves as the vehicle through which we may describe the humani
tarian style of Murrow's reporting. 

"I can't write about anything I haven't seen," said Edward R. 
Murrow,27 and with this philosophy he reported not only the events of 
his time but provided the American people with a vicarious experience 
of the events he reported. 

Murrow has been the subject of more inquiry than any reporter in 
the his~gry of broadcast rhetoric. He has been eulogized as a lost 
legacy, "a poet, and a philosopher • . ... 29 These attributes describe 
a news style that has been lost by contemporary reporters. Lost in the 
popular orientation of news as "the breaking story • . . the man of the 
hour, disaster of the day, issue of the week and war of the mo~!:h. "JO 
As Dan Rather has stated, there may "never" be another Murrow .j This 
analysis suggests the legacy of Murrow found in his humanitarian style. 
In other words, his reports center on people first and deal with other 
events only as they relate to the individual's position within the 
circumstance • 

Oral Tradition 

Many continue to write about Murrow's legacy; however, there is 
little attempt to analyze the humanistic style and the nature of the 
vicarious experience he provided his audience. Humanism, or in this 
case people-centered reporting, is lost with the obsession for objectivity 
and the search for tomorrow's headlines. Authors writing about Murrow 
concentrate on biographical information, the McCarthy broadcasts, and 
general description of places and events. Alexander Kendrick provided 
the most complete biographical information.J2 Fang•s33 work brief~y 
describes the man and attempts limited analysis. Gilbert Seldes 3 is 
the first to deal with the McCarthy telecasts. Michael Murray's 35 work 
has given the most complete analysis of the McCarthy/Murrow exchange. 
However, the only significant ana~ysis of Murrow's oral communication 
comes from Reynolds and Thonssen3 and Woolley.37 The analysis of 
Murrow's humanitarian style not only provides insight into the man, but 
provides contemporary reporters insight into people-centered reporting. 

In order to examine Murrow's humanism, two of his radio broadcasts 
from the second World War have been selected. The broadcasts were pre
pared from the same factual base, but result in two clearly different 
radio reports. One becomes part of a regularly scheduled CBS newscast, 
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the other was developed into a special Murrow commentary. The broad
casts are rare; they have never been published. They are two of the 
many goused at the CBS-KIRO Phonoarchive at the University of Washing
ton.3 

"Broadcasting is oral and so is much of its history • • • 1139 
Therefore, the criterion for analysis was based on the oral tradition. 
The rhetorical theory of Cicero was particularly appropriate as Meador 
and Hunt have inabcated Cicero "raised humanism to its highest attain-
able form •• ," As a broadcaster, Murrow might have studied Cicero. 
For the rhetorical criteria established for the "ideal orator" are 
reflected clearly throughout Murrow's works. Murrow as a broadcaster 
raised humanism to its highest form attainable. L4fe Cicero before him, 
he centered his works "on man first and foremost." He believed, as 
did Cicero, "that in order to control the power of fortune ••• man 
must win the affection and cooperation4of his fellows ••. win men's 
hearts and align them to one's cause." 2 Cicero's rhetorical theory 
demanded of the "ideal orator" a knowledge of the subject, a memory 
filled with history, a master of st~le, a charming, cultivated wit, and 
an understanding of man's emotions. 3 His style was not, a~Cicero 
would observe, "an empty and ridiculous swirl of verbiage," or putting 
it in the contemporary vein, simply a "verbal warrior safe in the quiet 
security of a radio studio • .,45 He was a conveyor of experience. Murrow, 
like Cicero, assured the audience of his intellectual control over the 
subject by interpreting his reports in a logical framework, combining 
knowledge, humor and emotion. Paraphrasing Cicero w~could say that 
Murrow used knowledge, "sweetest of human pleasure," and the "whole 4 
range of human nature and motives whereby our souls are spurred •.. " 7 
Woolley says that Murrow's persuasion was based on his integrity and com
petence, always evaluating from a common ground as well as "by appealing 
thematically and persistently to the emotions of human beings, through 
. • • topic choices • • . contrasting observations and • . . language 
usages • .,q.cs 

Murrow fulfilled Cicero's rhetorical demands. He was an orator 
and a reporter;'+9 utilizing the humanity of words50 and the genre of 
radio, he destroyed "the superstition of distance and time. 11)1 He com
bined knowledge and ability in a way unlike any other reporter to bring 
"the reality of the conflict home to Americans and to identify them with 
a cause, 1152 He "burned the city of London in our houses and we felt the 
flames that burned it. 11 53 

Historical Context 

Murrow flew forty combat missions in World War II. One such experi
ence was February 25, 1944, when he flew with the Eighth Air Force, from 
London over Belgium to St. Trond in a raid on a Gerl!!?.-Il aircraft plant. 
A comparison of the two Murrow broadcasts that day ,.5'+ one a "news" report 
and the other "commentary''f gives one the sense of his humanitarian style. 
The news report55 was topical, the drama removed, there was less 



editorializing and its development surrounded the information. Compara
tively, the commentary56 was chronological, but the development of in
formation surrounded the drama of the event. 

The broad context for Murrow's reports were the years 1943 and 1944. 
They were the beginning of optimism for the Allied war effort. Americans 
helped drive the Germans from North Africa, and Italy surrendered to the 
Allies. In the Pacific, island-hopping operations were forcing the 
Japanese to retreat. President Roosevelt was attending diplomatic con
ferences in Casablanca, Quebec, Cairo and Teheran. It was in 1944 that 
talk about an ultimate victory began. This was supported by increasing 
Allied success in both Europe and the Pacific. D-Day was just three 
months away when Murrow made the broadcasts. Japan had lost 135 aircraft 
in combat over the Marianas. Allied Soviet forces had gained twenty 
miles on the German northern front and forty towns were captured. 
Flights of bombers thundered deep into Germany to halt Hitler's aircraft 
production. Heavy fighting was reported in an Allied air raid over a 
Messerschmitt factory ,57 The "news" and "commentary" both carried 
Murrow's opening salutation, "This is London." These words had parti
cular significance. They were not merely a trademark. When the blitz 
began and people were doubtful whether London would survive, the words 
implie~ that there was still a London.58 The phrase with its measured 
pause5 and impact provided what Cicero wg51d describe as the "energetic 
enthusiasm needed to convey the message," 

Philosophers in Search of Light 

Following the opening salutation, Murrow began the news report with 
a brief historical review; thus he discussed the comments of Winston 
Churchill and indicated General Montgomery's optimism toward RAF fighter 
operations. There was an editorial tone as he said, "The Germans were 
trying," but he made it clear that the Battle of Britain had turned in 
favor of the British. "Today we are seeing the Battle of Britain in 
reverse, much the better plan." "Like a careful ph~~ician who, before 
he attempts to administer a remedy to his patient," Murrow, in both 
reports, assured the audience of control over his subject and provided 
them with personal involvement. Murrow began his commentary philoso
phically. The outlook for the war was favorable for the allies. Intro
ducing himself early in the narration, he made it possible for the 
audience to feel his emotions, which Cicero6said must be "visibly stamped 
or rather branded on the advocate himself." 2 The audience branding was 
achieved by impressing upon them the number of sorties flown, the per
centage of Allied losses, and the "deepest penetration yet made by the 
American bombers." 

Murrow was involved with the people and the cause, as Cicero said 
he must be; thus, he was a protagonist in both broadcasts. The news
cast's tribute to "the forgotten Air Force was comparatively short but 
apparent." He had great respect for those fighting men of the air and 
for their ground crews, whose efforts supported the heavy bombers. 
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"One ship that lifted clear and clean in to the winter sky has flown 
fifty-eight missions and had completed every one of them." The newscast 
salutation was expanded throughout the commentary; for example, each 
member of the crew was personally introduced -- one each from Ohio, 
Massachusetts, Texas, and New York. They are our "life insurance policy," 
he said. "What reporter could expect to fly in better company? All of 
America was there." Each crew member's name was printed on the planes 
and "shouldn't they be? Are not the names of men engaged in less im
portant work painted on the ground glass of office doors?" From what 
Cicero called the "universal treasure-house, 11 6'.3 the memory, Murrow used 
this tribute to recall the lore of rugged individualism, big business, 
and the depression to the minds of the audience. "All of America" was 
identified with the Marauder crew. 

The bomber mission was headed for an airfield near St. Trond, Bel
gium. To reach it, heavy anti-aircraft would be encountered. The 
commentary developed the color of the locale, the briefing, the take off 
and the morning itself. Murrow contrasted the appetite of young Ameri
cans "stowing away" breakfast with the seriousness of their charge. The 
listener felt that the men didn't really mind the tasteless food and the 
early hour. "They just want to fly," Murrow said tellingly at the 
briefing, "as the ruler crosses the map .•. it passes through certain 
red circles." These circles represent the concentration of enemy air
craft guns. Some may not return. In the newscast, Murrow described the 
planes' take-off, saying, "I can see the Marauders, dead on course, 
following our lead." Although "dead on course" reflected a feeling of 
exactness, it did not have the force the metaphor gave to the feature 
report: "The formation was perfect. They might have been tied to us 
with a silken thread." Murrow's description of the morning itself was 
poetic. "The leafless branches of elms and poplar trees filter the light 
of the rising sun ... It's still dark. Somewhere off in the distance 
a rooster is announcing the false dawn . · . . . A couple of G. I. 's . . . 
are imitating him and doing it well, too." The subtle humor, developed 
naturally f~om the scene, according to Cicero, "produced greater plea
sure • • • " 4 St6le and subject matter were not separable for either 
Cicero or Murrow. 5 

The description of the actual bombing in the commentary was equally 
dramatic in its visualization. "As our bombs went down, I lost them in 
a cascade of bombs," ... "they did not just mix with other bombs. 
Identifying ours was like identifying individual grains of wheat as they 
come out of the threshing machine." The concept of the threshing machine 
was identifiable to a major portion of his audience and he thus created 
involvement. The fact that the bombs from Murrow's plane missed the 
target added an apprehensive dimension to the actual strike. In the 
news report, Murrow simply excused the off-target delivery by saying, 
"sometimes even in daylight bombs fail to find their targets." In the 
commentary, he explained that because of a "technical hitch," the bombs 
of this particular plane had gone down just the "odd half-second too 
late." With this language, Murrow added special metaphorical appropri
ateness and a feeling of disappointment to the report. The listener's 
disappointment, however, was soon dissipated in both reports as Murrow 
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added quickly, "I saw the bombs of the following formation strike." In 
the commentary, he substituted "go home" for the word "strike," and 
added, "and they were very good bombs." By today's standards, the phrase 
"bombs go home" is almost revolutionary language. We do not accept that 
bombs belong to any home. But in 1944, the spirit of the war was high 
with anti-German feelings and the phrase added impact. The remark, "They 
were very good bombs," is both a statement of accuracy, an editorical 
comment, and a combination of knowledge and style. 

In the final words of the news report, Murrow played the strike 
against an optimistic background. The conclusion evoked no drama, edi
torial comment or encouragement for the fighters in the civilian audi
ence. Bringing the commentary to a conclusion, however, Murrow's 
imagery enables us to feel the personal impact of the war. The mission 
was accomplished. The planes were safely on the ground. Then he asked, 
"How many hours did the ground crew work to support the continuous flow 
of bombers?" The reply was, "Sometimes eighteen hours, when we fly two 
missions a day, and of course when the days get longer, they'll do more 
work." Murrow expressed his appreciation for the privilege of flying 
with "such gentlemen of the Eighth Air Force whose devotion to duty 
should place the entire country in their debt." His most powerful and 
human illustration came with the words, "A few hours ago, a man who has 
commanded Marauders for months said to me, 'What day is it, anyway? I 
can't keep track of it. Don't even have the funny papers to tell me 
when it's Sunday!"' 

Murrow, like Cicero, had a "mild tone" with a "countenance expres
sive of modesty, gentle language, and the ~aculty of seeming to be deal
ing reluctg-ntly," but "under compulsion, ,,6 aligned the audience with 
the cause. 7 

Conclusion 

Murrow stands at the forefront in his devotion to the human Slement, 
furnishing accounts which were colorful, clear and to the point.6 He 
did not merely present the news, he discussed it. He reflected the 
rhetorical theory of Cicero combining information with historical know
ledge, style, humor and emotion69 to bring about a vicarious experience 
for his audience. Thus Murrow's broadcasts brought home the "total 
impact of World War II." As Archibald MacLeish said, "he laid the dead 
of London at our doors and we knew the dead were our dead • . . ,,7o To
day's reporters have lost the element of vicarious involvement Murrow 
provided his audience. Human involvement has been replaced by the 
rush for facts and the showbusiness headline. Much can be learned from 
the legacy of Murrow. Reporters themselves could be more involved and 
still retain objectivity. 

Edward R. Murrow's style had its roots in human feelings and an 
understanding of man. It was activated by his personal involvement in 
the events he reported. His reporting was laden with life associations 
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and symbols that afforded a rich opportunity for vicarious experience. 
Paraphrasing the humanism of Cicero in the words of Edward R. Murrow, 
we may conclude that t~e ideal reporter attempts "not to capture, but 
to free men's minds. ,.7 · 
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